MEASUREMENTS*

A-B—length from collar seam to waist.

B-C—length from waist to length desired.

D-E—half width of back.

E-F-G—out seam of sleeve.

H-I—shoulder width.

J-K—collar seam to length desired.

L—Chest width—seam to seam at widest part of chest.

M—chest size taken around—close but not tight.

N—waist—close but not tight.

Collar size (Roman Collar)

Collar, single or double ply

Collar, closed or cut out.

SASH Yes, Size ____________________ no

*All measurements can easily be taken from a will-fitting cassock except the chest (M) and the waist (N).

N.B. Payment made upon receipt of shipment.
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Sankocho, Shiba Minato-ku,
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